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Abstract. This paper introduces a new model for ATR's CAM-Brain

Project, which is far more ecient and simpler than the older model.
The CAM-Brain Project aims at building a billion neuron arti cial brain
using \evolutionary engineering" technologies. Our neural structures are
based on Cellular Automata (CA) and grow/evolve in special hardware
such as MIT's \CAM-8" machine. With the CAM-8 and the new CAMBrain model, it is possible to grow a neural structure with several million
neurons in a 128 M cell CA-space, at a speed of 200 M cell-updates per
second. The improvements in the new model are based on a new CAimplementation technique, on reducing the number of cell-behaviors to
two, and on using genetic encoding of neural structures in which the
chromosome is initially distributed homogeneously over the entire CAspace. This new CAM-Brain model allows the implementation of neural
structures directly in parallel hardware, evolving at hardware speeds.
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1 Introduction
The aim of ATR's CAM-Brain Project is to build/grow/evolve brain-like-systems,
into which human knowledge can be inserted as initial conditions. The brainlike structures are based on cellular automata (CA) and grow inside cellular automata machines (CAMs). Evolutionary engineering techniques, combined with
huge computing power, may then be able to evolve such brain-like systems with a
level of functionality simular to that of biological brains. The expectation is that
it will be much easier to investigate the behavior of engineering-based brains than
biological brains, and that the engineering solutions will reveal insights into the
working mechanisms of the evolved systems, which might then be rediscovered
in biological brains.

In the CAM-Brain Project, the CAs act as the medium in which to conduct
the growth, and in a second step, the neural signaling, of brain-like structures.
To apply evolutionary engineering techniques to the creation of huge neural
systems, e.g. an arti cial insect brain, we need a simulation tool that has to
satisfy two conditions. First of all, it must be possible to simulate most of the
important characteristics of biological neural networks. Secondly, the evolution
times must be manageably short. The bottle-neck in evolutionary algorithms is
the tness measurement time, i.e. the time needed to simulate the systems. Hence
it must be possible to simulate these systems on massively parallel hardware.
With CAs as a simulating tool, both demands can be met. Arti cial neurons
and neural networks can be modeled at any level of detail, because CA cells
can symbolize a molecule in a biological cell membrane, a whole neuron, or any
structure in between. Since CAs are only locally connected, they are ideal for
implementation on purely parallel hardware. CAs are both structurally exibile
and inherently parallel. We use MIT's Cellular Automata Machine CAM-8 [1]
for our CAM-Brain modeling.
With the new CAM-Brain model that is introduced in this paper, we have
overcome many of the de ciencies of the old model. Nevertheless, the old model
did at least demonstrate the realizability of evolvable neural structures based on
CAs [4].
The improvements of the new model are based on several ideas, plus the
use of a higher level language to generate our CAs and transform them into an
executable rule-base. The new model is implemented on MIT's CAM-8 machine,
using a kind of CA that we call a \partitioned" CA. Partitioned CAs use a signalbased cell interaction, instead of exchanging complete cell-states. (See section
3.1 for details.) We introduce a new technique for the genetic encoding of neural
structures, based on the idea of initially distributing the network's chromosome
homogeneously over the whole CA-space. We have reduced the number of CA
cell interactions to two when modeling the signaling of arti cial neurons.
These features of the new CAM-Brain model can be consistently combined,
so that the complete model, including growth, signaling and evolution, can be
implemented in 2 bytes of memory per cell, and with a small number of logic
gates. The simpli ction means that it may be possible to implement the new
model directly in hardware.
After describing the old model, (the rst work in the eld of CA-based brainlike structures [4]), the following three sections explain the improvements of the
new model in more detail.

2 The Old CAM-Brain Model
The old model was based on Codd [3], i.e. the CA trails representing the axons
and dendrites were 3 cells wide, with 2(4) outer \sheath" cells (in the 2D(3D)
version), and an inner cell which was used to transmit the growth signals in
the growth phase, and the neural signals in the signaling phase. As will become
clear from the perspective of the new model, the essential feature of the old

model was that the state of each cell contained NO information concerning the
direction of ow of signals. It was the insertion of such directional information
into the new model which enabled a revolution in the simplicity and eciency
of its implementation. In the old model, the sheath cells guided the signal ow.
At junctions in the signal path, gating cells (turn left, turn right) were employed
to direct neural signals to their receiving neurons. Collisions between CA trails
became complex, too complex for writing high level general rules to govern their
dynamics. Hence new CA state transition rules had to be found empirically, i.e
CAM-Brain would run until a missing rule was found. It would then prompt the
human operator for the desired next state, store the new rule automatically into
the rule-base, and continue running until the next missing rule. The old model
of 3D CAM-Brain required nearly 4 million rules. This large number of rules
resulted from the 24 symmetry rotations of each 3D rule generated empirically.
This empirical approach worked, but was slow. It took 2 years to generate all
the 3D rules in the old model.
We now give a brief overview of some of the details of the old model. We do
not spend a lot of time on this, because such details have already been presented
in many publications, e.g. [4].
The CA based network of the old model consists of two types of neuron, excitatory and inhibitory. At rst, neuron bodies are grown from an initial pattern,
as shown in gure 1. The starting positions of the seed cells can be either user
speci ed or placed under genetic control.
To each grown neuron a \chromosome" block of random growth instruc-
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Fig. 1. The growth of the neuron bodies (right) from an initial pattern (left).
tions is attached. These chromosome blocks are stored in a subspace \under"
the actual CA-space as shown in gure 2.
With these growth instructions, each neuron grows an axonic and a dendritic
tree, which later will be used to conduct neural signals. A collision of a dendritic
and an axonic branch results in the formation of a synapse. The synapses are not
weighted. The weighting is expressed indirectly via the length of the dendritic
trail that a signal has to pass through. A signal decreases linearly in strength
while traveling along a dendrite, so the weighting can be adapted by evolving
the length of the dendritic trail.
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Fig. 2. The neurons (left) with their individual chromosomes (right). A chromosome contains 6 di erent kinds of growth signals : grow straight, turn (left,
right), split (left, right) and T-split. Every CA cell of a chromosome represents
one growth signal.
Each neuron grows its dendrite and axon with its individual chromosome
information, until either all the chromosome information is used, or there is no
more growth possible in the given CA-space. Alternatively, the chromosome can
be wrapped around, so that the available space determines when growth stops.
Figure 3 shows examples of early and saturated growths.
To measure the tness of a grown circuit, signal values are extracted from
user chosen points, and are used to control some process. The quality of the
control becomes the tness of the circuit. A conventional genetic algorithm is
then applied to a population of circuits. de Garis has shown, the evolvability of
the model (for details, see [4]).
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Fig. 3. (Left) The growth phase of the network continues until all CA trails are

connected through synapses or are blocked. (Right) A network, fully grown with
the old CAM-Brain model.

3 The New CAM-Brain Model
The old CAM-Brain model is a pioneering work. It shows the realizability of
evolvable neural networks based on CA and the possibility of combining evolved
neural net modules to build arti cial brains. As with most pioneering works, the
old model opens new directions for research, but still contains de ciencies to be
overcome. Some of the de ciencies of the old CAM-Brain model are
{ inecient use of CA-space, (based on Codd's model [3], and i.e. the use of
sheath (and gating) cells),
{ restrictions on growable structures of the axonic and dendritic trees, due to
its \fractal" growth model,
{ the large number of CA-states and CA-rules,
{ low (cellular) level of CA rule generation rather than using high level \abstract" rules, (empirical, rather than automatic CA rule generation, which
caused the slow rate of rule generation (i.e. 2 years instead of 20 seconds)
and in exibility with respect to changing the model),
{ the necessity of symmetry rotations for each rule (4 rotations in 2D and 24
in 3D).
In the new model we overcome these problems and add ideas from the old model
to the new. The next subsection (3.1) gives a general description of the CAtype we use. We introduce a CA type which di ers somewhat from the more
usual form of CA. We call this variant \partitioned CA". In the following three
subsections (3.2 - 3.3) we describe how the de ciencies of the old model are
overcome, and how these improvements are incorporated into the new model.
We call this new CAM-Brain model the \CoDi-model" for neural signaling. We
also show how it is possible to distribute the chromosome initially over the CAspace, an idea which has several advantages over the old model.

3.1 General Description of our CAs
When designing our CA-based neural networks for the new model, our objective is to implement them directly in evolvable hardware, e.g. FPGAs, content
addressable memory chips, etc. Therefore, we try to keep the CAs as simple as
possible, by having a small number of bits to specify the state, keeping the CA
rules few in number, and having few cellular neighbors.
We use a von Neumann neighborhood [2], i.e. a cell in a 2D space looks at its
four nearest neighbors and its own state 1 . At present our CA is implemented
on a 2D space. We plan to extend it to 3D CA-spaces soon, since the general
approach taken in our model is independent of the dimensionality of the CAspace. We use two di erent CAs for the growth phase and the signaling phase
in our neural networks. The cell interactions are similar in both CAs. The main
di erence between the two phases, and hence the two CAs, is that the type of
a cell can only change during the growth phase, e.g. a blank cell can change to
1

In general this situation is refered to as a \neighborhood" with 5 neighbors.

an axon cell. (See later sections for details.) Cell types do not change during
the signaling phase, although cells do change their activity values and exchange
neural signals. Since the cell-to-cell interactions are similar for the 2 phases, the
same CA can be used in both. This might be useful, when a future learning
algorithm needs to grow new connections, depending on the activity in already
existing axonic or dendritic connections.

Partitioned CAs The states of our CAs have two parts, which are treated in

di erent ways. The rst part of the cell-state contains the cell's type. The second part serves as an interface to the cell's neighborhood. It contains the cell's
activity and the input signals from the neighbors. Characteristic of our CA is
that only part of the state of a cell is passed to its neighbors, namely the signal
and then only to those neighbors speci ed in the xed part of the cell state. We
call our CAs \partitioned", because the state is partitioned into two parts, the
rst being xed and the second is variable for each cell (see gure 4).
The advantage of this partitioning-technique is that the amount of informa-
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Fig. 4. State representation in the new CAM-Brain model, which uses 15 of the
16 bits in the CAM-8 CA-cell. During the growth phase 3 of the bits are used
to store the chromosome's growth instructions. The same 3 bits are later used
to store the activity of a neuron cell during the signaling phase.
tion that de nes the new state of a CA cell is kept to a minimum, due to its
avoidance of unnecessary information-exchange. However CAs with many complex behaviors are usually designed with complete exchange of cell states, thus
ensuring redundant information exchange. The old CAM-Brain model used such
a complex CA with full exchange of state [4].
The old CAM-Brain CA needs 8 bits and 32 K rules to grow its neural
networks. Even with the small von Neumann neighborhood, i.e. 5 neighbors, a
40 bit string of neighborhood information is necessary to determine the new cell
state. If this CA is not compressed and transformed into a number of smaller
CAs (to t into a 16 bit look-up-table (LUT)), it is not possible to implement

it on MIT's CAM-8 machine [10]. This compression and transformation makes
the execution of the CA very slow and inecient, especially if the down-loading
time for new CA rule-sets is large compared to the execution time. For a CA
implementation in FPGAs, down-loading a new rule-set means recon guring the
FPGA completely. This technique is unacceptably slow in the case of FPGAs
and other programmable hardware devices, especially when 3D circuits become
realizable[11].
Another possibility to reduce the number of states in CAs is to use nonuniform CAs [8]. In non-uniform CAs, di erent rule-sets are used simultaneously,
depending on the position of a cell in the CA-space. This non-uniformity can
reduce the number of CA-states, and hence the amount of information exchanged
between CA cells. The reduction of CA-state size causes a reduction in the total
number of CA-rules, which, for a non-uniform CA, is the sum of the numbers of
rules in all rule-sets. Non-uniform CAs can always be transformed into uniform
CAs by adding CA-states and corresponding CA-rules. The distinct smaller rulesets of non-uniform CAs can be stored sequentially in the larger rule-table of the
corresponding uniform CAs. To distinguish the rule-sets of the non-uniform CA,
in this sequence, new states are added to the state-set. This extension of the
state size allows cells to use the part of the rule-table which corresponds to their
\local" rule-set in non-uniform CAs.
The transformation from non-uniform CAs to uniform CAs removes the advantages of non-uniform CAs for the sake of uniformity. On the other hand,
uniformity might be necessary to run a model on prospective parallel hardware
[9].
Using partitioned CAs o ers the advantages of non-uniform CAs by reducing
information transfer, even though it is uniform. The cells pass the same reduced
amount of data to their neighbors as the cells of non-uniform CAs. They do not
transmit information about their own cell type. This corresponds to the fact
that cells in non-uniform CAs do not know which rule-set their neighbors use. In
this way the partitioning technique reduces the amount of information transfer
that is necessary for a cell to determine its new state, e.g. by looking it up in
a look-up-table (LUT). As a consequence, the necessary LUT gets signi cantly
shorter than the corresponding LUT of traditional CAs. The same reasoning is
valid for the storage of CA cell rules in programmable hardware. Partitioned
CAs simplify the hardware programming.
This is a crucial advantage for the implementation of CAs into parallel hardware. Large LUTs or complex programs cannot be stored locally, and hence are
non-parallel. Using the partitioning-technique, it becomes possible to use CAs
with complex interactions for our new CAM-Brain model, and to simulate neural
networks directly in parallel hardware.
The next three subsections describe the new CAM-Brain model and its implementation as a partitioned-CA in detail.

3.2 Codi-Model for the Signaling of Neural Structures in CA
As mentioned in section 2, in the 2D version of the old model, transportation
of information through the CA was inspired by Codd [3]. Neural signals pass
through 3-cell wide trails, which are gridded on a 6-cell grid (see gure 3). The
neuron bodies consist of 11 11 = 121 cells (see gure 2). The result is a CA-space
with at least 25% of the CA-cells unused. Two thirds of the occupied cells are
sheath or blocker cells, and remain constant during the whole signaling phase
of the neural network. This is inecient use of the CA-space. An ecient CA
neuron model should satisfy the following criteria.
{ Its CA trails should be only one cell wide. For example, it could use signaling
techniques similar to the model proposed by von Neumann [2].
{ The grid should be dispensable, so that signal trails can be dense without
disturbing each other.
{ Contiguous signaling should be possible.
{ Neuron bodies should be as small as possible, e.g. one cell.
We succeeded in satisfying all these criteria and incorporated them into a single
model for the signaling of neural structures. We named the model \CoDi" based
on the essential features of its axonic and dendritic cell behavior, i.e. to \collect"
or to \distribute" the cellular values from/to the CA cells' neighbors. The CoDimodel works with four basic types of CA cells, neuron body, axon, dendrite and
blank. Blank cells represent empty space. They do not participate in any cell
interaction during the signaling of the neural network.
Neuron bodies consist of one CA cell. The neuron body cells collect neural signals from the surrounding dendritic cells and apply an internally de ned
function to the collected data. In the CoDi model the neurons sum the incoming
signal values and re after a threshold is reached. This behavior of the neuron
bodies can be modi ed easily to suit a given problem. The output of the neuron
bodies is passed on to its surrounding axon cells.
Axonic cells distribute data originating from the neuron body. Dendritic cells
collect data and eventually pass it to the neuron body. These two types of cellto-cell interaction cover all kinds of cell encounters. Axonic and dendritic cells do
not need to know anything about the cell type of their neighbors. They behave in
the same way towards any type of neighbor. Therefore it is not necessary to distinguish between the di erent cases of cell-to-cell interactions, e.g. axon-neuron,
axon-dendrite, dendrite-dendrite etc, so that designing separate rules for each
case is unnecessary. The two basic interactions cover every case, and they can
be expressed simply, using a small number of rules. (This simplicity is essential
when we come to implement CAM-Brain directly in hardware.) To make axonic
and dendritic signal trails (which can be dense in the CA-space) without blockers
or sheathes, the four basic cell types need further speci cation. To the two bits
which specify the basic cell type, we added two more bits to set the \gate" of a
cell. (See gure 4.) A neuron cell uses this gate to store its orientation, i.e. the
direction in which the axon is pointing. In an axon cell, the gate points to the
neighbor from which the neural signals are received. An axon cell accepts input


only from this neighbor, but makes its own output available to all its neighbors.
In this way axon cells distribute information. The source of information is always
a neuron cell. Dendritic cells collect information by accepting information from
any neighbor. They give their output, (which is the sum of their inputs) only
to the neighbor speci ed by their own gate. In this way, dendrite cells collect
and sum neural signals, until the nal sum of collected neural signals reaches
the neuron cell.
Each axon and dendrite cell \belongs" to exactly one neuron cell. This conguration of the CA-space is guaranteed by the preceding growth phase (section
3.3). Figure 5 shows the signaling phase with the CoDi-model. Each neuron is
given two dendritic trees and two axonic trees. One of the axonic trees distributes
inhibitory signals of the neuron, the other distributes excitatory signals. A neuron has two dendritic trees to maximize the amount of information that can be
passed to the neuron body in each time step.
We use neural signals with signal-values in the range from -1 to 2 (= 2
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Fig. 5. (Left) A CA-space with 256 256 cells in the signaling phase with the


CoDi-model. (Right) A zoom (x16) with ve neuron cells (black) with two dendrites and two axons each. The arrows inside the axonic (dark grey) signal trails
and dendritic (light grey) signal trails indicate the direction of information ow
during the signaling phase. In the growth phase the signals in the dendritic
trails travel the other way, because they are emitted by the neuron. To improve
the visualization of neural trails, the underlying chromosome is gridded with
a checker-board pattern of \grow-straight" instructions. This causes the neural
trails to grow on a 2-cell grid.
bits). Signals can be contiguous. This is not possible in the old model, where
neural signals travel in groups of three cells (triplets). Two of these three cells
determine the direction of the signal movement. In the new model, the direction

of motion is stored in the underlying signal trails. The signals are one cell wide
and can ll a trail completely, as is the case in the growth phase.

Synapses The old CAM-Brain model uses synapses to transfer neural signals

from axons to dendrites. The new model does not need synapses, because dendrite cells that are in contact with an axonic trail (i.e. have an axon cell as
neighbor) collect the neural signals directly from the axonic trail. This results
from the behavior of axon cells, which distribute to every neighbor, and from
the behavior of the dendrite cells, which collect from any neighbor.
However axon-axon and dendrite-dendrite interactions of cells that do not
belong to the same neuron are not possible. This is because axon cells take their
information only from the neighboring axon cell that is closer to the \source"
neuron on their axonic trail. Dendritic cells behave in the opposite way, by
passing signals to the dendritic neighbor that is closer to the neuron or to the
neuron cell itself. This con guration of the CA-space results from the neural
growth phase.
These two simple behaviors of axon and dendrite cells (i.e. collect and distribute), which are exact opposites, allow axonic and dendritic trails to be dense
in the CA-space, without interacting in an unintended way. The CoDi-model
remains functional even if every cell in the CA-space is used.

3.3 Genetic Encoding of Neural Networks in CA with a Distributed
Chromosome
Biological Systems have to self-assemble. The genetic encoding of biological
brains is indirect, sophisticated and incomplete. There is not enough genetic
information in vertebrates to encode the detailed connectivity of their brain
circuits.
However, these characteristics of biological brain growth need not apply to
electronic brains. Electronic circuits do not have to grow. They can be copied
into hardware as initial settings. The genetic encoding can be direct. For example, a neural circuit can be stored as a spatial pattern in bitmap format.
The genetic information can be complete, so that a given chromosome always
produces exactly the same neural circuit and vice versa.
For our CAM-Brain models, we have kept the biological feature of growing
a system. We choose a genetic encoding that is indirect, but very di erent from
biological genetic encoding. We wanted our encoding to be one to one, so that
a given chromosome leads to exactly one neural network and vice versa. In this
way we ensure that a chromosome has a unique tness value and hence do not
have to spend time calculating an average tness for each chromosome.
The advantage of a grown system is that the structural integrity of the basic
components (in our case the neurons) is preserved in the presents of mutations
(or alternations in the chromosome). All non-blank cells in the CA-space can be
assigned to exactly one neuron, (the neuron from which they were grown). This
is the case for any chromosome. Though the connectivity of the neural network

may be unsuitable for a given problem after the growth according to a arbitrary
chromosome, a consistent structure of the neural network is always guaranteed.
The importance of this feature becomes apparent when we compare a) the e ect
of genetic operators on a neural system that grows and b) neural systems that
are mapped directly to their chromosomes. In the rst case a mutation leads
to a small, local change in the direction of a signal trail. In the case of direct
mapping, a mutation and the resulting local change of a cell, which may belong
to a signal trail of a complex axonic tree, can lead to disconnection of a large
amount of circuitry. This circuitry would then be disconnected from its source
neuron, and loose the integration into the basic structure of the neural network
model. The situation gets worse, if we look at the way new neural connections
come into being. The probability that a new and useful signal trail evolves if
all cells in the CA-space are mutated independently (as is the case for direct
mapping), are very small. However a mutation in a grown neural network (for
example from \turn right" to \split right") leads to the growth of a new neural
signal trail that is consistently integrated into the structure of the source neuron
and hence the whole network. This feature of a grown system reduces the search
space for possible CA-patterns to the patterns that represent consistent neural
structures. The selection of an indirect genetic encoding is a logical consequence
of the decision to grow our networks. The principle of growth and indirect genetic
encoding has already been used in the old CAM-Brain model. But the way the
growth of the neural networks is genetically encoded in the old model (see section
OldCAM-BrainModel) has several disadvantages.
{ When the spatial distance between neuron bodies can vary, one has to ensure
that chromosomes do not overlap, by establishing bu er zones in the chromosome subspace (see gure 2). This forces a tradeo between wasting memory
and the freedom to position the neurons. Additionally, in a neural network,
it is always the case that some neurons have more frequent and longer connections than others. These \bigger" neurons have to \wrap around" their
chromosomes, i.e they run short of chromosome-growth-signals. While the
\smaller" neurons, in an area where the neuron density is high, may not
need all their chromosome information.
{ A growth signal that comes to a junction has to split into two identical
signals in order to supply all branches of its axonic and dendritic trees. This
produces a kind of \fractal growth" and hence restricts the range of possible
growth patterns.
{ The position of the chromosome information in the CA-subspace has no
connection with the position of the circuitry that grows from it. So, it is not
possible to use a local learning algorithm that can change a local connection
and rewrite the chromosome according to that change.
The new CAM-Brain model solves these problems by distributing the chromosome initially throughout the CA-space.
Each neuron no longer has its own chromosome. Instead, every cell in the CAspace contains one instruction of the chromosome, i.e. one growth instruction,
so that the chromosome belongs to the network as a whole.

The neuron bodies can be positioned arbitrarily in the CA-space. (See gure
6.) Neuron cells send two kinds of growth signals to their neighbors, either \grow
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Fig. 6. (Left) An initial pattern of 128 128 CA cells with a neuron-density of


5%. The (black) neuron cells are randomly positioned. (Middle) A zoom (x8)
with two neuron cells on a random (2-cell gridded) chromosome. (Right) The
beginning of the growth phase, after three CA-steps.
a dendrite", or \grow an axon". These signals are passed to the direct neighbors
of the neuron cell according to its chromosome information. The blank neighbors,
which receive a neural growth signal, turn into either an axon cell or a dendrite
cell. (See gure 6 (right).) The just grown cells, then receive the next growth
signal from the neuron body cell, which is sending them continuously. To decide
in which directions axonic or dendritic trails should grow, the grown cells look at
their chromosome information, that encodes the growth instructions, of which
there are 6 types (grow straight, turn left or right, split left forward or right
forward and block growth, see gure 7). Using its chromosome instructions and
knowing from which direction the growth signals come, a cell can determine
the neighbors to which it transmits the incoming growth signals. (See RHS of
gure 7.) If, for example, a growth signal comes from the left neighbor to a cell
whose chromosome instruction is \split right", it will pass the growth signal to
its right and bottom neighbors. The model can easily be expanded to other types
of growth signal, e.g. a T-split.
After a cell is grown, it accepts growth signals only from the direction from
which it received its rst signal. This \reception direction" information is stored
in the \gate" position of each cell's state.
Figure 8 shows two cut-outs of neural networks at the end of a growth phase.
The growth phase stops when growth is saturated, i.e. when no more trails (as
speci ed by the instructions of the network's chromosome) can be formed.
In most of our gures, we have used gridded neural structures, in order to
render the axonic and dendritic trails more visible. To force neuron trails to grow
on a 2-cell grid, the underlying chromosome is initialized in a \checker-board"
pattern. The \black" squares of the checker-board are lled with \grow-straight"
instructions and the white squares are lled with arbitrary growth instructions.
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Fig. 7. (Left) A neuron in the CoDi-model with two dendrites and two axons.

The arrows inside the axonic and dendritic signal trails indicate the direction of
information ow during the growth phase. The neuron grows on a random (2-cell
gridded) chromosome in the CA-space. (Right) A signal trail grows according
to the underlying chromosome instructions. The trail continues to grow over the
two striped cells in the next two time steps. The branch of the trail that leads
downward is blocked by the blocker instruction in the chromosome.
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Fig. 8. Two cut-outs of neural networks at the end of the growth phase. (Left)
A network grown from a gridded chromosome. (Right) A network grown without
gridded chromosome instructions.
Since gridding is only a visualization trick, an unconstrained evolutionary algorithm can grow trails which are dense (the RHS of gure 8 shows an example of
an ungridded neural network).
Beside the \grow straight", \turn left" etc. instructions, there are \blockgrowth" instructions in the chromosome. They cause a cell in an axonic or dendritic trail to block the passage of the incoming growth signals to its neighbors,
so the branch of the trail stops growing. With a high density of blocker in-

structions in a chromosome, an area in the CA-space can be transformed into
a more or less impenetrable \wall". Figure 9 shows two \walls" with di erent
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Fig. 9. The use of \walls" to modularize neural circuits in the new CAM-Brain
model. The density of blocker instructions on the chromosome determines the
probability of trail-growth through a wall and hence the penetrability of the
wall.
densities of blocker instructions in the two regions. A combination of walls can
partition a neural network into more or less independent modules. This modular
partitioning will probably play a major role when the time comes to assemble
evolved modules to make an arti cial brain. On the CAM-8 with 128 M cells, it
is possible to evolve several tens of thousands of modules with 100 2D neurons
each.
The grown circuitry and the chromosome are connected locally, so that a local
learning algorithm can make local changes in the phenotype and the genotype of
the network. This enables the use of Lamarckian evolution (with local learning
algorithms) in addition to Darwinian evolution.
The distributed chromosome technique of the new CAM-Brain model makes
maximum use of the available CA-space and enables the growth of any type
of network connectivity. It also allows local learning to be combined with the
evolution of grown neural networks.

3.4 A CA-Model Directly Evolvable in Hardware Must be Simple
Why is the simplicity of our CA-model important? We built CAs to model brainlike structures. Biological brains, the highly optimized results of millions of years
of evolution, are obvious sources of inspiration for our work.

Even the tiny brains of insects consist of about a million neurons with complex connectivity. In order to model a 3D neuron with CAs in a way that preserves the essential functionality of real neurons, we estimate that we need at
least a cube of 103 CA cells. So the minimum size of CA-space to model an insect
brain is 109 cells. To update a billion CA cells at acceptable speeds will require
the use of parallel hardware. The ideal case for CA updating is to give each CA
cell its own processor, so that the whole CA-space is updated, in parallel, in one
clock cycle.
To build parallel hardware with 109 independent CA processors (for a small
mammalian brain it would be 1012 CA processors), the components must be
very simple in their internal logic, with very little memory. Large look-up-tables
(LUTs), as are common in traditional CA implementations, will be impossible.
Hence, for a CA to be executable on parallel hardware, the rules must be few
enough to be expressible within the limited number of logic gates per CA processor inside the parallel hardware. For this reason we tried to keep our new
CAM-brain model as simple as possible.
The CA state format of the new CAM-Brain model has 2 bits for the basic
cell type, 2 bits for the gate, and 3 bits for the chromosome information. The
chromosome is only used in the growth phase. In the signaling phase, the bits
of the chromosome information position of the state are used to store the cells'
activities. Together there are 7 bits of internal cell state. (See gure 4.) The
growth signals and activity signals are encoded in 2 bits. Thus every CA cell
receives 2 bits 4 neighbors = 8 bits of signal information. So altogether, a cell
in our model needs 15 bits of memory. As the CAM-8 hardware works with 16
bits per CA cell, it is possible to update our new CAM-Brain CA-space in one
machine cycle of the CAM-8. Since the new model does not need sub-cells (a
CAM-8 feature allowing more than 16 bits of state per CA cell), it can use the
full CAM-8 CA-space of 128 M cells with an update speed of 200 M cells per
second.
Considering the fact that each CA cell uses 2 bytes of memory per cell,
and that the underlying principles of our CA-rules are expressible with a small
number of logic gates, we are hoping to be able to implement the new CAMBrain model on a large FPGA, so that the neural structures evolve directly in
hardware, at hardware speeds.


4 Conclusions
This paper introduced a new CAM-Brain model for the evolution of brain-like
structures, based on cellular automata.
The new model, as the old, separates the growth and signaling phases. The
underlying CAs for both phases are based on partitioned-CA, which will simplify
an implementation in parallel hardware.
For the growth phase, we introduced a distributed-chromosome technique,
which allows us to grow arbitrary neural structures, and enables the combined
use of local learning and evolutionary engineering.

The neural signaling is realized with the CoDi-model, which allows maximum
use of the given CA-space and reduces drastically the number of necessary CAstates and CA-rules. All presented techniques can be extended to 3D CA-spaces
without diculty.
The new CAM-Brain model can be executed on MIT's \CAM-8" hardware
with several million 2D neurons in a 128 M cell CA-space, at a speed of 200 M
cell-updates per second. In a 3D CA-space it will be possible to grow more then
100.000 3D neurons on the CAM-8.
The simplicity of the new model, and the use of 2 bytes of memory per CA
cell allow an implementation in programmable hardware. Hence, with the new
CAM-Brain model, it will be possible to evolve brain-like structures directly in
hardware, at hardware speeds (a necessity, if we are to evolve neural structures
with millions of neurons [12]).
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